




The real World revealed by Cherbino
The Innovation of Opera "The Marriage of Figaro"
from a comparative point of view with Beaumarchais's original Play
?? ???
TAMURA Wakio
Mozart's opera buffa "The Marriage of Figaro" K.492 became a epoch-making work in the
history of operas. The opera seria in the baroque era had formed a drama by expressing the
various emotions of characters. However, in "The Marriage of Figaro", it is a blind "desire" that
develop the play. The aria of Cherbino revealed this completely new dramatic principle. This
study, through the comparison with Beaumarchais's original play, intends to clarify the meaning of
"adaptation" of Da Ponte and Mozart., and to verify the decisive progress of "The Marriage of
Figaro" that made the farewell to baroque operas.
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??? ?????????????????? K.38 ?????????????
1767 ?????????????????????????????????????
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????? ??????? 1734-1815 ???????????????????
??? ???????????????????? K.87?74a???????????
1770 ??????????????????????????? ?????? ???? ???????
? 1759-82 ?????????????????????????
??? ??????? ?????????K.126 ??????????
1771 1772 ???????????????????????? Sigismund
Christoph Graf von Schrattenbach ?1698-1771? ?? 50??????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????? Hieronymus Colloredo?1732-1812???????????
????????????????????? 5: 479-486 ??
??? ??????????????????K.111 ??????????
1771 ?????????????????????????????????????? ???
??????????? 1754-1806 ????????????????????????? ????? ????????
??????? 1750-1829 ???????????????????
??? ????????????????K.135 ??????????




?????????? Joseph Maximilian III?1727-77???????????
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